Validation of a rapid SARS-CoV-2 antibody test in general practice
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ABSTRACT

Objectives To validate a rapid serological test (RST) for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies used in seroprevalence studies in healthcare providers, including primary healthcare providers (PHCPs) in Belgium.

Design A phase III validation study of the RST (OriGene) within a prospective cohort study.

Setting Primary care in Belgium.

Participants Any general practitioner (GP) working in primary care in Belgium and any other PHCP from the same GP practice who physically manages patients were eligible in the seroprevalence study. For the validation study, all participants who tested positive (376) on the RST at the first testing timepoint (T1) and a random sample of those who tested negative (790) and unclear (24) were included.

Intervention At T2, 4 weeks later, PHCPs performed the RST with finger prick blood (index test) immediately after providing a serum sample to be analysed for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 immunoglobulin G antibodies using a two-out-of-three assay (reference test).

Primary and secondary outcome measures The RST accuracy was estimated using inverse probability weighting to correct for missing reference test data, and considering unclear RST results as negative for the sensitivity and positive for the specificity. Using these conservative estimates, the true seroprevalence was estimated both for T2 and RST-based prevalence values found in a cohort study with PHCPs in Belgium.

Results 1073 paired tests (403 positive on the reference test) were included. A sensitivity of 73% (a specificity of 92%) was found considering unclear RST results as negative (positive). For an RST-based prevalence at T1 (13.9), T2 (24.9) and T7 (70.21), the true prevalence was estimated to be 9.1%, 25.9% and 95.7%, respectively.

Conclusion The RST sensitivity (73%) and specificity (92%) make an RST-based seroprevalence below (above) 23% overestimate (underestimate) the true seroprevalence.

Trial registration number NCT04779424.

INTRODUCTION

In 2020, the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 emerged and spread throughout the world affecting the morbidity and mortality of millions of people. The COVID-19 has been causing a pandemic for the past 3 years with several epidemic waves. In Belgium, the second wave, which started in autumn 2020, was responsible for almost the highest number of infectious cases per capita worldwide. To monitor the pandemic typically PCR-confirmed cases are used. This method of surveillance is limited as mild and asymptomatic cases often do not reach the general practitioner (GP) or test centre. As a result, confirmed cases underestimate the true infection rate.

Large-scale studies assessing the prevalence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 can be used to estimate exposure to the virus in a population as well as to monitor serological immunity to the virus after infection or vaccination. At the population level, seroprevalence studies give insights into the rate at which the virus has spread. They can guide policy making and timing of (booster) vaccination campaigns. Furthermore, they can be used to study the risk factors for SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Estimating the seroprevalence among healthcare providers gives information on how the disease spreads in high-risk settings with many patient contacts, both symptomatic and asymptomatic. On the one hand, it identifies the burden of infections in healthcare providers, and on the other hand...
it monitors the immunity of those at high risk for infection. The frequent interactions of primary healthcare providers (PHCP) with patients who might not have been diagnosed with COVID-19 because of their asymptomatic to mild infection make this setting of particular interest in this field.

Collecting samples from PHCPs, here GPs and other PHCPs within their practice, for seroprevalence studies is challenging since repeated samples from many PHCPs are needed, only few PHCPs work in the same practice, and the wide geographical spread of practices. As a result, the collection and analysis of venous samples on such a large scale is often not feasible.

Therefore, we used dried blood spots (DBS) and rapid serological tests (RST) in two consecutive prospective cohort studies to assess the prevalence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 among PHCPs in Belgium since the outbreak.4,7

RSTs have been developed to identify the presence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 within 15 min. Compared with laboratory tests and DBS, a valid easy-to-use RST has the advantage of speeding up the availability of the test results and thus impacting clinical decision-making, lowering the burden on laboratories and eliminating the administrative barrier of returning samples. Cals and van Weert pointed out that a point-of-care test (POCT) in primary care should be valid, reliable, robust, easy to use and able to be interpreted correctly before its use is efficient.8 Although patient management will not rely on the results of a single RST, one can assume these criteria should also apply to RSTs in order for policy makers to confidently rely on up-to-date seroprevalence data.

Sciensano, the Belgian institute for public health, has validated five RSTs using samples from SARS-CoV-2 positive and negative cases, confirmed by combined reverse transcription-quantitative PCR and immunoassay positivity/negativity. Performance characteristics of these RSTs using fingerprick blood were also compared with the performance in serum. They identified one test, the OrientGene RST, with appropriate sensitivity (92.9%) and specificity (96.3%) for use in seroprevalence studies. The OrientGene had the highest overall percentage agreement with testing on serum (95.9%), and was therefore considered to be reliable outside optimal laboratory conditions.9 This lateral flow test contains colloidal gold conjugated to the SARS-CoV-2 Spike S1 protein, and targets immunoglobulin M (IgM) and/or IgG antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 when present.10 We used the OrientGene RST for our second seroprevalence study among PHCPs.4

A few laboratory validation studies with the OrientGene RST have been performed in the mean time, with a combined sensitivity for IgM and IgG ranging from 93.8% to 100% and a specificity ranging from 97.5% to 98.5%.11 12 Both studies treated PCR-positive participants as cases and prepandemic samples as controls. These laboratory studies are limited by highly selected samples, unrealistic nature of laboratory conditions and use of serum and plasma samples instead of fingerprick blood.

External validation is recommended for a better interpretation of the findings from seroprevalence studies using RST in real-world conditions.13 Therefore, we investigated the accuracy of this RST in an independent population, that is, when performed by GPs with fingerprick blood as part of a SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence study among PHCPs in Belgium.4

METHODS
Study design
This is a phase III validation study,14 a large-scale prospective study which validates a test in the target population.14 15 Participants were enrolled on the basis of their result on the OrientGene RST at the first testing timepoint (T1) (24 December 2020; 8 January 2021) of a prospective cohort study assessing the seroprevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in healthcare providers in Belgium.4

Participants
Any GP working in primary care in Belgium (including those in training) and any PHCP from the same practice who physically manages (examines, tests, treats) patients were eligible for the prospective cohort study. They were invited to register online for the study and were asked to invite the other PHCPs in their practice to do the same. Online registration was available between 15 November 2020 and 15 January 2021. Information about the study was disseminated to GPs and PHCPs via professional organisations (Domus Medica and Collège de Médecine Générale), university networks and through professional media channels. This convenience sample was checked for geographical representativeness by comparing the distribution by region and by province of active GPs in Belgium in 2020 (source: www.ima-aim.be) with the distribution of GPs who participated at T1.4

All participants were asked at T1 if they wanted to participate in the validation study. A subsample of the participants who gave consent was asked to provide a serum sample for this validation study. This subsample is made up of all those participants that were seropositive for SARS-CoV-2 on the RST at T1 and a random sample of those who tested negative or had an unclear RST result at T1 (figure 1).

Patient and public involvement
Patients and/or the public were not involved in the design, or conduct, or reporting, or dissemination plans of this research.

Test methods
Index test
For the cohort study, each participant was sent RSTs by postal service and instructions by email before their first testing timepoint. Participants were instructed on how to use the RST both with written documentation and an instructional video. The participating GPs were responsible for the interpretation of the RST results of the other
PHCPs in their practice. Each PHCP entered their RST result into a secured online data capturing tool, LimeSurvey, hosted by Sciensano. The device includes a control line to confirm the validity of the test, along with two lines for the IgM and IgG antibodies, respectively (online supplemental figure S1). Possible RST results were invalid or valid, and, if valid, IgM positive or negative and IgG positive or negative (online supplemental figure S2). In our survey, we also included IgM unclear and IgG unclear to record unclear interpretation of valid RST results. The PHCPs included in this validation study were asked to perform the RST for their second testing timepoint (T2) (25–31 January 2021) immediately after collecting a venous blood sample for the reference test.

Reference test
For the reference test, participants were sent materials to collect a venous blood sample (Becton Dickinson Vacutainer SST II Advance; ref 368879) along with an envelope and stamp (in accordance with the UN3373 packaging norms) and instructions on how to send it to the central clinical laboratory of the University Hospital of Antwerp (UZA). Analysis at the laboratory was done within 24 hours of reception. The impact of this delay in processing of blood samples, time between sampling and arrival at the laboratory, preprocessing storage temperature and vacutainer type on antibody seropositivity was investigated by Hodgkinson et al. They concluded that antibodies against epitopes of several infectious agents can be reliably stored in serum tubes at either room temperature or at 4°C for up to 6 days before analysis.

Analysis of the venous blood samples was done with a reference standard using the following testing algorithm: serum samples were tested first on the Elecsys Anti-SARS-CoV-2 S assay (Roche, Basel, Switzerland); if the cut-off index was between 0.6 and 3.0, the sample was tested on the Atellica IM SARS-CoV-2 assay (Siemens, Munich, Germany), and in case of discordant results, further testing was done on the LIAISON SARS-CoV-2 S1/S2 IgG assay (DiaSorin, Saluggia, Italy) using a two-out-of-three ‘reference standard’. The analytical and clinical performance of these three commercially available, fully automated SARS-CoV-2 antibody assays was investigated at the UZA and the relevance of this testing algorithm was explained and illustrated (B Peeters, personal communication, 2020). Analytical performance of all three assays was acceptable (<7.6% analytical imprecision) and comparable with the results found in other studies.

Figure 1  Participant flow. PHCP, primary healthcare provider; RST, rapid serological test.
To be able to validate the RST accuracy in a primary care setting, that is, estimate the RST sensitivity (92.9%) with a lower limit of its 95% CI of 90% and its specificity (96.3%) with a lower limit of its 95% CI of 95%, a sample of 301 PHCPs seropositive on the reference standard (for sensitivity) and 810 PHCPs seronegative on the reference standard (for specificity) is required. This corresponds to, for example, 6% seroprevalence in 5022 PHCPs. To reduce the burden on the participants and the costs of the study, all those with a positive RST and only a (random) sample of 900 PHCPs with a negative RST at T1 were assessed with the reference standard, and inverse probability weighting was applied to correct for missing reference standard data by design.23–25 Participants’ characteristics of the validation sample and the total study population at T2 are shown in table 1.

Statistical analysis
We calculated the sensitivity of the RST as the proportion of all subjects testing positive on our testing algorithm of all three assays in the venous blood sample (reference test) who tested positive with the RST (index test). We calculated the specificity of the RST as the proportion of all subjects testing negative on the reference test who tested negative on the index test. For both estimates, 95% CIs were calculated using the method described by Wilson.26 We excluded subjects with missing results for the index test or reference test from the analysis.

Valid RST results were considered as positive if either IgM or IgG antibodies were positive; as unclear if IgM and IgG were unclear or if either IgM or IgG was unclear while the other was negative; and as negative if both IgM and IgG were negative. To determine the accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) of the RST based on the resulting three-by-two table including the missing variables (table 2), two separate analyses were performed, one categorising unclear results as positive and another categorising unclear results as negative.

For the determination of the overall sensitivity and specificity of the test, unclear results were considered as negative (positive) when the reference test on serum was positive (negative). This method seems clinically the most relevant to us.27–29 In order to determine the overall sensitivity of this test, unclear results were considered to be false negatives, as the presence of antibodies is questioned by the RST. For the determination of the overall specificity, we considered the unclear results to be false positives since the RST showed a possible positive result when in fact no antibodies were present.

Sample size
To be able to validate the RST accuracy in a primary care setting, that is, estimate the RST sensitivity (92.9%) with a lower limit of its 95% CI of 90% and its specificity (96.3%) with a lower limit of its 95% CI of 95%, a sample of 301 PHCPs seropositive on the reference standard (for sensitivity) and 810 PHCPs seronegative on the reference standard (for specificity) is required. This corresponds to, for example, 6% seroprevalence in 5022 PHCPs. To reduce the burden on the participants and the costs of the study, all those with a positive RST and only a (random) sample of 900 PHCPs with a negative RST at T1 were assessed with the reference standard, and inverse probability weighting was applied to correct for missing reference standard data by design.23–25 Participants’ characteristics of the validation sample and the total study population at T2 are shown in table 1.

Statistical analysis
We calculated the sensitivity of the RST as the proportion of all subjects testing positive on our testing algorithm of all three assays in the venous blood sample (reference test) who tested positive with the RST (index test). We calculated the specificity of the RST as the proportion of all subjects testing negative on the reference test who tested negative on the index test. For both estimates, 95% CIs were calculated using the method described by Wilson.26 We excluded subjects with missing results for the index test or reference test from the analysis.

Valid RST results were considered as positive if either IgM or IgG antibodies were positive; as unclear if IgM and IgG were unclear or if either IgM or IgG was unclear while the other was negative; and as negative if both IgM and IgG were negative. To determine the accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) of the RST based on the resulting three-by-two table including the missing variables (table 2), two separate analyses were performed, one categorising unclear results as positive and another categorising unclear results as negative.

For the determination of the overall sensitivity and specificity of the test, unclear results were considered as negative (positive) when the reference test on serum was positive (negative). This method seems clinically the most relevant to us.27–29 In order to determine the overall sensitivity of this test, unclear results were considered to be false negatives, as the presence of antibodies is questioned by the RST. For the determination of the overall specificity, we considered the unclear results to be false positives since the RST showed a possible positive result when in fact no antibodies were present.

Table 1 Characteristics of the participants in the validation sample and total study population at the second testing timepoint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Validation sample</th>
<th>Study population at T2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, median (IQR)</td>
<td>41 (32–56)</td>
<td>48 (32–56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female, n (%)</td>
<td>762 (64)</td>
<td>1800 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunocompromising disease, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
<td>33 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>1018 (86)</td>
<td>2339 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP in training</td>
<td>39 (3)</td>
<td>81 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other PHCP</td>
<td>125 (11)</td>
<td>274 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice size, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo</td>
<td>237 (20)</td>
<td>536 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duo</td>
<td>203 (17)</td>
<td>436 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group (&lt;8 employees)</td>
<td>240 (20)</td>
<td>568 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large group (&gt;7 employees)</td>
<td>493 (41)</td>
<td>1136 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not vaccinated</td>
<td>446 (37)</td>
<td>1101 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially vaccinated</td>
<td>686 (58)</td>
<td>1584 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully vaccinated</td>
<td>13 (1)</td>
<td>21 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccine type, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comirnaty (Pfizer/BioNTech)</td>
<td>696 (58)</td>
<td>1598 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikevax (Moderna)</td>
<td>3 (0)</td>
<td>5 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jcovden (Johnson &amp; Johnson)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If numbers do not add up to the column total, this is due to missing data.
IQR: interquartile range
GP, general practitioner; PHCP, primary healthcare provider.

Table 2 Reference test results of rapid serological test (RST) results in the validation sample and RST results in all participants at the second testing timepoint

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference test (on venous blood)</th>
<th>Total in validation sample</th>
<th>Total in all participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>2710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference test: ELISA tests on serum with a two-out-of-three testing algorithm.
A post hoc sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate if an interval of >6 days between collection and analysis of the serum sample affected our estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of the RST. Therefore, we assessed whether the accuracy in the subset with an interval of >6 days differed from the accuracy in the entire study sample. For this purpose, we divided the data into two independent subsamples: the subset of PHCPs with an interval of ≤6 days and the subset with an interval of >6 days. Accuracy estimates of both subsamples were measured after inverse probability weighting. We performed a two-sample test for equality of proportions comparing the sensitivity and specificity of both groups and presented the differences in sensitivity and specificity with their 95% CI.

Subgroup analyses of the sensitivity and specificity were performed for vaccination status and age (<60 vs ≥60 years). Inverse probability weighting was done for those subgroups at T2 with extrapolation of the ratio negative and positive results on the RST for those subgroups.

We estimated the test prevalence at T2 as the proportion of positive tests out of the number of valid tests. The true prevalence at T2 was estimated using the overall sensitivity (73%) and specificity (92%) of the RST.

Finally, we estimated the true prevalence corresponding to RST-based prevalence values found during our cohort study in PHCPs in Belgium using the most conservative estimates for the RST sensitivity and specificity in R (V.4.2.1), with the package epiR which uses the Rogan-Gladen estimate for true prevalence. 95% CIs were calculated with the Wilson method.

**RESULTS**

**Participants**

The validation sample is similar to the study population at T2, with a majority being GPs. The median age is 41 in the validation sample and 48 in the study population at T2. In both groups, there was a small majority of female participants, 59% had their COVID-19 vaccination (mainly messenger RNA vaccines) and only a few participants (18/1190 and 33/2710, respectively) reported having immunocompromising diseases (Table 1).

**Sensitivity and specificity**

Out of 2733 PHCPs who participated at T1 of the prospective cohort study starting 24 December 2020, a total of 2675 gave their consent for the validation study. Up to 1190 participants were sampled for the validation of which 1073 paired samples were collected. All numbers are presented in Figure 1 with corresponding missing data.

The median time between sample collection in the GP practice and analysis in the laboratory is 6 days (IQR 5–7). We obtained results for 1073 paired samples of which 403 were positive according to the reference testing algorithm. On the RST, 414 tested positive, 617 negative and 42 unclear. Online supplemental figure S3 shows the distribution of participants in the validation study.

The reference test results of the positive, negative, unclear and missing RST results are shown in Table 2 together with the RST results in all participants who performed an RST at T2.

The two-by-two tables with the number of true/false positives and true/false negatives of the RST in comparison with the reference test are shown in Table 3. Numbers are shown for both scenarios, unclear RST results considered as negative (left) and positive (right) using inverse probability weighting to extrapolate the reference test result in all participants at T2 based on the validation sample. Sensitivity and specificity with 95% CIs are also determined for the two scenarios in Table 4. Sensitivity increases from 72.9% to 82.7%, and specificity decreases from 93.6% to 91.9% when changing the interpretation.
of unclear test results on the RST from an absence to a presence of antibodies.

**Sensitivity analysis and subgroup analyses**

Both sensitivity and specificity did not differ significantly between the groups with different time intervals between sampling and analysis (≤6 days vs >6 days) (table 4).

The subgroup analysis for vaccination status showed a lower sensitivity and a higher specificity of the RST in non-vaccinated participants over vaccinated participants (p<0.0001). No difference was observed in the performance of the RST between participants aged <60 and ≥60 years.

**Test and true prevalence**

The RST-based prevalence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 at T2 in this study population was 24.9%. The corresponding true prevalence using the most conservative estimates of RST sensitivity (72.9%) and specificity (91.9%) is 25.9% (95% CI 22.7%–29.1%).

Figure 2 shows the true prevalence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 corresponding to the other RST-based prevalence values estimated during our cohort study using the same values for the RST sensitivity and specificity.

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of findings**

We evaluated the accuracy of the OrientGene RST for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in PHCPs when performed by GPs and found a sensitivity of 72.9% (95% CI 69.5%–76.0%) and a specificity of 91.9% (95% CI 90.6%–93.1%) as most conservative estimates.

The subgroup analysis for vaccination status shows a difference in performance between the two groups with a lower sensitivity and a higher specificity in non-vaccinated participants. A possible explanation might be the lower number of antibodies in non-vaccinated participants as their infection might have been long before T2. On the other hand, the group of vaccinated people benefited from a recent immune response to a vaccination given in the month prior to the testing point. For the higher specificity in the non-vaccinated participants, we have no reliable explanation. However, since this is a post hoc

**Table 4** Sensitivity and specificity of the rapid serological test (RST) with 95% CI for difference in interpretation of unclear RST, time intervals between sampling and analysis of the serum sample for the reference test, vaccination status and age groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interpretation of unclear RST</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>72.9 (69.5–76)</td>
<td>93.6 (92.4–94.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>82.7 (79.7–85.3)</td>
<td>91.9 (90.6–93.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between sampling and analysis of serum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤6 days (n=655)</td>
<td>71.4 (68.0–74.5)</td>
<td>92.0 (90.7–93.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6 days (n=435)</td>
<td>75.9 (72.6–78.9)</td>
<td>91.8 (90.5–93.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (n=699)</td>
<td>79.4 (77.3–81.4)</td>
<td>90.4 (88.8–91.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (n=446)</td>
<td>60.6 (57.6–63.5)</td>
<td>94.9 (93.3–96.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;60 years (n=977)</td>
<td>74.0 (72.1–75.8)</td>
<td>91.9 (90.7–93.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥60 years (n=212)</td>
<td>76.4 (72.0–80.1)</td>
<td>90.8 (87.6–93.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** The estimated true prevalence* and 95% confidence intervals† for imperfect tests‡ based on prevalence values during our cohort study among primary healthcare providers (PHCPs) between 24 December 2020 and 26 December 2021. Since the true prevalence cannot exceed 100%, but the limited basic calculation of Rogan -Gladen, which uses a fixed sensitivity and specificity, can result in true prevalence values greater than 100%, these implausible values are clearly marked in grey. * Rogan -Gladen method. † Calculated with the Wilson method. ‡ Sensitivity of 72.9% and specificity 91.9%.
subgroup analysis, without formal hypothesis testing, we cannot exclude the possibility that it is an artefact of the data.

A test prevalence of 24.9% in this study population at T2 corresponds to a true prevalence of 25.9% (95% CI 23.5%-28.5%). A simulation of different test prevalence rates shows that RST-based values below 23% overestimate the true seroprevalence, while RST-based values above 23% underestimate the true seroprevalence. For example, an RST-based prevalence of 13.9% at T1 corresponds to a true prevalence of 9.1% (95% CI 7.2%–11.2%), while for an RST-based prevalence of 70.2% at T7, the true seroprevalence is expected to be 95.7% (95% CI 93%-98.3%).

Strengths and limitations

Strengths

We performed this phase III validation study in PHCPs, which is a relevant target population for the RST assessed. Choosing this population resulted in a high number of positive antibody tests early in the pandemic because of the early vaccination uptake of COVID-19 vaccination among GPs. As this validation study is part of a larger cohort study, it was possible to include individuals with negative results on the reference tests from the same population without using prepandemic samples. Therefore, calculation of the true prevalence was possible based on the RST prevalence value.

Index tests and reference tests were conducted at the same time by the GPs in their GP practices. First, this timing makes a direct comparison between the test results possible. Second, in a phase III study, it is desirable that results are interpreted by individuals who would do this as part of their usual clinical workload. This method provides realistic estimates when used in clinical practice.

Interpretation of the test result by a large group of individuals leads to a high likelihood of unclear results. These inconclusive results need to be incorporated in the analyses to be able to estimate the value of a test in clinical practice. However, no consensus exists for this incorporation. The ideal method takes into account how the test will be used in clinical practice. In order to determine the overall sensitivity of this test, unclear results were considered to be false negatives, as the presence of antibodies is questioned by the RST. For the determination of the overall specificity, we considered the unclear results to be false positives since the RST showed a possible positive result when in fact no antibodies were present. This method, also explained by García-Romero et al, seems clinically the most relevant to us. As shown in our results, adding the unclear results to the most favourable category, unclear as positive (negative) when the serum result is positive (negative), retrospectively leads to an overestimation of the test accuracy.

Limitations

Of the 1190 participants invited, there were 29 (2.4%) samples missing from both RST and serum samples, 34 (2.8%) RST results and 54 (4.5%) serum samples. As a result, we are missing almost 10% of our intended sample size.

To avoid partial verification bias and to increase efficiency, we applied the reference standard to all those who were positive on the index test and a random sample of those who were negative. By using this test result-based sampling we adjusted the sensitivity and specificity for the sampling fraction in the negative index group. We assume that the proportion of positive and negative reference test results for both positive and negative index test results is similar in all PHCPs, that is, whether they participated in the validation study or not.

In addition, participants were included based on their previous test result at T1. Many PHCPs had been vaccinated between T1 and T2. As a result, the number of reference test negatives required for the validation study was not achieved. In this validation study, 693 instead of 810 participants with a negative reference test, which we needed based on our sample size calculation, were included. This causes the 95% CI of the specificity to be wider than anticipated. However, since the parameter (specificity) estimate itself was below the lower limit of the 95% CI set for this parameter, it is unlikely that with a larger sample size the estimate for the specificity would have a lower limit of its 95% CI of 95% or above.

Up to now, no gold standard exists for the determination of antibodies against the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Therefore, a two-out-of-three testing algorithm was used in this validation study as reference standard. Nevertheless, these reference tests were extensively tested on PCR-positive and prepandemic samples or PCR-negative samples, and compared with other commercially available immunoassays. For the Elecsys Anti-SARS-CoV-2 S assay and the Atellica IM SARS-CoV-2 assay a superior agreement was observed with SARS-CoV-2-positive and negative samples.

The limited experience of those who read the index test, as this was only the second measuring point, could have affected the accuracy of the index test in this validation study due to the possibility of more unclear test results. To minimise this risk, participants were instructed with written information and an instructional video. However, as we also point out below, the REACT (Real Time Assessment of Community Transmission) 2 study demonstrated a good agreement between the results read by participants and by trained observers.

Research shows that serum samples are stable for up to 6 days at room temperature to 4°C between collection and analysis. In our study, the median interval between collection and analysis of the serum sample was 6 (IQR 5–7) days. In a post hoc sensitivity analysis, we found no statistically or clinically significant impact of including participants with an interval of >6 days on our estimates for the sensitivity and specificity of the RST.

Subgroup analysis based on vaccination status showed a lower sensitivity and higher specificity in the non-vaccinated participants. Vaccine type may also impact the RST performance. The study population was primarily composed of GPs.
who were prioritised in the vaccination campaigns. Given that Comirnaty (Pfizer) was the first vaccine to receive approval in Belgium, nearly all participating PHCPs received this vaccine. Therefore, subgroup analysis based on vaccine type was not possible. We acknowledge that the potential lack of diversity in the vaccine types in our participants may impact the generalisability of our findings.

Of note, in our cohort study we observed an RST-based prevalence of up to 93.9% in December 2021, which is higher than what could be expected with the sensitivity and specificity of the RST estimated in this validation study. As shown in figure 2, using imperfect sensitivity and specificity estimates overestimates/underestimates true seroprevalence. In the analysis of the true prevalence, we used fixed values for prevalence, sensitivity and specificity and did not account for uncertainty around them. Given a true prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies of 61%—more than 60% is to be expected in PHCPs in Belgium in December 2021—finding 939 positive RSTs out of 1000 corresponds to an RST sensitivity of at least 90% (higher if not all negative tests are considered to be false negative). Therefore, the sensitivity of the RST appears to be significantly higher than the estimated 72.9% when used in a high prevalence setting in those who received at least two doses of the vaccine and a booster (with a third dose of the vaccine and/or due to infection).

Comparison with literature
To date, a few studies have validated the OrientGene RST in laboratory settings. Jones et al found a sensitivity of 94.0% (95% CI 90.5%–96.3%) and a specificity of 95.8% (95% CI 94.8%–96.6%) based on individuals with self-reported PCR-confirmed infection as true positives and prepandemic samples as true negatives. The validation by Sciensano showed a sensitivity of 92.9% and a specificity of 96.3%. The drop in test accuracy observed in our study can be explained by the variability of persons conducting and interpreting the index test in our study compared with only two observers interpreting the index test in the validation study by Sciensano.

This loss in accuracy was also observed by the REACT 2 study. They investigated the difference in accuracy of several lateral flow immunoassays (LIFA) between (a) fingerprick (self-read), (b) fingerprick (trained observer read) and (c) serum in laboratory setting. Same as in our study, this study population consisted mainly of healthcare providers. A good agreement was found between the results reported by the participants and those by the trained observers. The performance with fingerprick compared with serum in the laboratory showed only a moderate agreement at best (kappa 0.56). Specificity, calculated on prepandemic samples, was high for all LFIA. Sensitivity was variable and moderate. Evaluation of each test in the intended setting is therefore necessary.

Contemporary role of the RST
Due to its performance characteristics, we do not recommend this RST for individual use to determine the immunity to SARS-CoV-2. However, in a high SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence setting such as the current situation, this test may still have a role to play. By using this RST repeatedly in the same population, one gains insights into the duration of humoral immunity after vaccination. This information can be used to guide vaccine campaigns in specific populations. This is also suggested by Meyers et al who found a faster decline in SARS-CoV-2 antibodies’ prevalence among nursing home residents.

Interpretation
At the start of our cohort study, in December 2020, we estimated a crude RST-based seroprevalence of 14% (366/2629). Accounting for its imperfect accuracy, we estimate a true prevalence of 9% (95% CI 6.31%–11.73%) at this time. In April 2021, this RST-based seroprevalence increased to 84% (2410/2859) which corresponds to a calculated, implausible true prevalence of 117%. In December 2021, that is, when 99% was fully vaccinated and 85% had received a booster vaccination, the RST-based seroprevalence even reached 94% (2356/2498) which corresponds to a true prevalence of 133%. Our findings suggest, on the one hand, that an imperfect RST with a sensitivity of only 73% and a specificity of 92% rather overestimates the true seroprevalence in the beginning of an epidemic when seroprevalence is low, but underestimates the true seroprevalence when seroprevalence is actually high. For both scenarios, therefore, some caution is required when interpreting the results of this RST as the SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence. We emphasise prudence in using RST-based prevalence estimates, as well as estimates of sensitivity and specificity as fixed values to calculate the true prevalence, as there is uncertainty in these estimates.

CONCLUSION
The sensitivity and the specificity of the OrientGene RST were 72.9% and 91.9%, respectively, when performed by GPs with fingerprick blood as part of a large SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence study among PHCPs in Belgium. As a result, RST-based estimates below 23% overestimate the true seroprevalence, and RST-based estimates above 23% underestimate the true seroprevalence.
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